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Monopoly Live Strategy Guide. Mr Monopoly has arrived for a live casino adventure like no other.

Discover all the top strategies to maximising your time on the Boulevard. Lewis Crane. 19 Aug 2022.
Monopoly Live. Coming from the same studio that brought such live casino hits as Dream Catcher and
Crazy Time, Monopoly Live brings the board game classic to life for a casino experience that is a true
walk through Park Lane. These are the top strategies to strut your way through the world of Monopoly
Live including all of the top tips on betting, bonus games, and beyond! Place up to 6 unique bets on

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


Monopoly Live. How to Play Monopoly Live. A walk down Monopoly Boulevard is as simple as following
these easy steps: Select your chip size from the available options Place your bets on the 6 available

betting spaces in the betting period Once the timer expires, the bet phase ends and the wheel is spun
The wheel will stop on a segment and all bets made on that segment win If the wheel lands on the

CHANCE space, then an instant cash prize or total bet multiplier is awarded If the wheel lands on 2 Rolls
or 4 Rolls, then the bonus game is activated with the corresponding number of rolls During the bonus

game, Mr Monopoly will move along the board and collect multipliers that are applied to the total
activating bet at the end of the feature. Payouts are dependent on the winning segment on the wheel.

Monopoly Live Strategies. #1- Monopoly Live Martingale/Reverse Martingale. The Martingale/Reverse
Martingale is one of the most popular strategy utilised for Roulette and this strategy is being given that
Monopoly twist. Essentially, the traditional Martingale is played by placing a bet and, for every time you
lose, you double the bet value of all active bets on the next round. The idea is that the winning values will

cancel out the loss values. The Reverse Martingale works in a similar way but you lower your bet
whenever you lose. #2- Play It Safe. This strategy plays it safe by solely betting on 1 and 2 which have

the highest number of available segments on the wheel. You can expand this strategy to include 5 and 10
but the basic strategy is to avoid bonus game bets altogether. #3- Bonus Game Bonanza. This is the

opposite of the Play It Safe strategy where you exclusively make bets on the bonus game spaces. This
strategy means that you never miss a chance to qualify for the bonus games. Place any valued bet on 2

Rolls and 4 Rolls and stroll down the Boulevard whenever it is activated. #4- The James Bond. Shake up
your Monopoly Live strategy like the secret agent's favourite drink. You play each round at £200 and split

it across 3 bets of: £140 on a number 1 and 2 £50 on a number 5 and 10 The other £10 on 2 Rolls/4
Rolls (alternate each round) The James Bond strategy can be modified to be more cost-efficient by

lowering the value from £200 to £20 to help better manage your bets when practicing. The main point is
to put the majority of your bet value on the bets with less risk while putting some value on the higher risk

bets. #5- The All In. If you can’t decide on which space to bet on then try them all. This strategy is as
simple as pressing Bet All on each round and taking the chance. The benefits are that you will always

recover some of your initial bet on each round and never miss the chance to qualify for the bonus game.
Remember - Set limits to ensure you spend only what you are comfortable with when utilising this

strategy. If you need help setting limits check out our extensive range of Safer Gambling Tools that can
be applied in seconds. The Chance space awards instant cash prizes or multipliers. Monopoly Live

Bonus Features. 2 Rolls/4 Rolls - Monopoly Live features a bonus game that can be activated by placing
a bet on the 2 Rolls or 4 Rolls space betting space. Once the wheel lands on a 2 Rolls or 4 Rolls space,

the bonus game is activated. You need to have placed a bet on the winning 2 Rolls/4 Rolls space to
qualify for the bonus game. Bonus Game - During the bonus game, you are transported to the Monopoly
board and awarded 2/4 rolls on the dice. Mr Monopoly will start at Pass Go, the two dice are rolled, and
Mr Monopoly will move around the board collecting the multiplier of any space he lands on. If you roll a

double, then you get an extra roll to collect even more. The round ends once all rolls have been used with
the final accumulated multiplier being applied to your activating bet. Mr Monopoly will collect win

multipliers in the bonus round. Monopoly Live Odds & Payouts. Bet Type Number of Wheel Segments
Payout Ratio Winnings (based on a £5 bet) 1 22 1:1 £5 2 15 2:1 £10 5 7 5:1 £25 10 4 10:1 £50

CHANCE 2 N/A Random cash prize/multiplier 2 Rolls 3 N/A Bonus Game 4 Rolls 1 N/A Bonus Game.
Games Similar to Monopoly Live. Game Name RTP(%) Max Win Crazy Time 96.23% Up to £125,000
Monopoly Big Baller 96.10% Up to £125,000 Space Invaders Roulette 97.30% 500x Dream Catcher

95.24% 20,000x Mega Ball 95.40% Up to £125,000. FAQ. Does Monopoly Live feature a live dealer?
Monopoly Live, like all of the exciting live casino games from Evolution, features a live dealer who hosts

the game, spins the wheel, and interacts with players through the chat feature. How do I activate the
bonus game in Monopoly Live? Placing a bet on the 2 Rolls or 4 Rolls spaces qualifies you to enter the

bonus game. If the wheel lands on any segment containing those bets, then the bonus game is activated.
What is the Monopoly Live RTP? The RTP for Monopoly Live is 96.23%. For every £10 bet, the average
return to player is £9.62 based on long periods of play. What is the max win for Monopoly Live? The max
win for Monopoly Live is 10,000x your total bet. Can I play Monopoly Live on mobile? Spin the wheel and

join the live casino action from anywhere as Monopoly Live is fully compatible on all iOS and Android
mobile devices. Unlock a world of online slots and live casino games and play for real cash prizes on

MrQ. You might also be interested… Evolution live casino is here! All you need to know about playing the
top live Evolution casino games on MrQ! Evolution have joined the party with all of the top live casino and

live table casino games. Join the fun and win real cash prizes with MrQ! 04 Feb 2022. Mega Ball



Strategy Guide. How to Play and Win Mega Ball. Discover all the top tips and tricks to mastering
Evolution’s premiere fusion of bingo and lottery. Join the live fun and apply Mega Ball multiplier prizes.
12 Aug 2022. Crazy Time Strategy Guide. How to play and win Crazy Time. Discover all the top tips to
mastering Evolution’s award-winning game show. You don’t need to go crazy to master Crazy Time. 
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